
My email of 10.7.19 to Justine Rosser

Dear Ms Rosser,

I'm not sure why we are talking at crossed purposes in communications, I quote your letter and 
repeat what I have already replied to in my last email on what you state and add anything 
additional necessary, in response and repeat that in order to make a decision on your offer of a 
further SPFT assessment, I need a reply to my questions and I was told I would have a reply to 
these (which was witnessed by MIND Brighton and is recorded):

"Some years ago, you were assessed by a lead clinician of SPFT who did not confirm a 
diagnosis of Asperger’s. Subsequently, you attended an appointment with a private 
clinician who diagnosed Asperger’s. We appreciate that this created a differential 
diagnosis for you and therefore wanted to assist where we are in a position to do so. To
confirm, we cannot alter the previous Trust diagnosis. What we can do is arrange for a 
second opinion to undergo a full clinical assessment.

You raised concerns historically in regards to your treatment diagnosis which, after 
review from the PHSO, were not upheld. We cannot re-open these concerns as they are 
closed and the meeting of 24th April was not organised for this purpose; the meeting 
was arranged to ascertain whether there is now something we can do to assist with 
your ongoing concerns"

1. It's not a 'differential diagnosis' situation. The NHS describes 'differential diagnosis' as: "A 
series of potential diagnoses that could explain the symptoms a patient is experiencing, 
which can then potentially lead to the correct diagnosis." SPFT attributed my ASD traits to 
anxiety, but no testing was done for anxiety (or any other condition) so it wasn't a 
diagnosis, SPFT did not diagnose me with anything. This issue has never been investigated.

2. Following a valid and thorough (and 'full clinical') private assessment with 8 differential 
tests, not only was I formally diagnosed with ASD but I was diagnosed as not having any 
mental health condition or psychiatric disorder. This issue has never been investigated.

3. SPFT is breaching NHS rules in refusing to recognise my diagnosis of ASD and this has never
been investigated.

4. I am not requesting you alter an SPFT diagnosis because none was made! I am requesting 
my records are updated with my valid formal diagnosis of ASD. This has never been 
investigated.

5. I have not raised historic concerns. You offered to resolve my current concerns, which I 
have listed in my emails and which relate to updating my records with my ASD diagnosis 
and offering me an autism care pathway, that you are legally required to do. These issues 
were not investigated by PHSO as they only investigated funding panel procedures relating 
to an application for funding for a reassessment! I can provide you documentary proof of 
this. Neither SPFT or PHSO has ever investigated failure to recognise my private diagnosis 
or offering me an autism care pathway. So your statement is entirely incorrect.

I repeat, that I am unable to make a decision on how to proceed without my questions being 
answered and I have the proof that I was told at the end of the meeting that they would be 
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answered by the end of May. Please do not repeat false statements that these issues are historic 
and have been investigated when they haven't.

My NHS complaint to SPFT was because of the Neurobehavioural Clinic refusing to reassess me. 
My complaint to PHSO was about the substandard SPFT ASD assessments and failure to diagnose. 
But they only agreed to investigate the funding panel procedures (which I have proof they have 
since admitted in writing on file was not the correct scope of investigation anyway) and that they 
did not investigate the ASD assessments done by SPFT.

I therefore await your response to my outstanding questions, as listed at the meeting and also in 
subsequent emails.


